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About the organisers

2.1 About PLAN-E
PLAN-E (plan-europe.eu) is the Platform of National
eScience Centers in Europe. It consists of
representatives of the major centres in Europe
concerned with eScience, including Data Science and
Computational Sciences, and which have -by rule or de
facto- a national or regional role in their home country.
PLAN-E is based on voluntary co-operation and
knowledge sharing, in particular regarding the further
development of eScience, the status of people working
in the eScience domain, the proliferation of knowledge
about the impact of (big) data, the importance of
proper data management and the relation to proper
academic conduct and so on. But also the more
traditional topics, like Computational Science, involving
modelling, are covered by most of the PLAN-E member
organisations.
PLAN-E Plenary meetings are hosted twice annually in
turn by different countries. The meetings involve mostly
two or three different topics addressed in workshops.

2.2 About the Workshop
“PLAN-E discusses the EOSC” was selected as a
subject for a workshop by PLAN-E because of the
timeliness, topicality and urgency of further
development of the European Open Science Cloud
(EOSC).
Representatives and major players in all aspects of the
EOSC were present and presented their views:
European policy makers, High level experts, Executive
Board and of course the executive organisations in the
field and researchers. eScience Centres across Europe
are among the most central to actually implement the
EOSC there where it has to operate.
Discussions were animated through a panel session
and break-out sessions. Also the adjacent and related
topic of HPC in Europe was brought into the
discussion.

topic the invited speakers. The observations and
conclusions are direct translations of the discussions in
different workshop sessions of the participating
members and invited speakers.

A word of thanks
To all who delivered their valuable input on which this
report is based. Especially to the presenters of the key
notes and introductions, to the moderators and of
course the local host. But also to all the participants
who came to Rome to engage in intensive and serious
interactions with their peers to deliver what PLAN-E is
created for.

Dr. Lajos Bálint
Our distinguished PLAN-E
member, Dr. Lajos Bálint,
passed away Friday
December 6th 2019. A few
words to remember him.
At the time he was
Consultant for the Hungarian
Governmental Informatics
Development Agency (KIFÜ),
but he has been active in
shaping the European academic infrastructures arena,
since it started to develop.
He has been an active member of the NREN
community, as one of the founders of the Hungarian
NREN in 1986. And of course he was an outstanding
member of PLAN-E since its start.
Lajos was not just another member of all the many
gremia he participated in or was a member of. He was
an active participant, was always readily responsive to
requests or questions, but most of all he was mild, very
likeable, friendly, open, well-informed and caring for the
cases he stood for. He was a true European, who put
the community first. He will be dearly missed in all the
circles he participated and certainly by us.

2.3 About the report
This report is the direct reflection of the discussions
during the PLAN-E Plenary meeting in Rome, April 1516 2019 and the introductory presentations on the
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Executive summary

The PLAN-E Plenary discussed -in three separate
sessions- the EOSC, HPC in Europe and eScience for
Cultural Heritage. Information was shared through
plenary presentations, a panel and various break-out
sessions. Also the presence of “external” experts,
directly involved in the development and conceiving of
the EOSC and HPC plans at the European policy level
at large, was a great enrichment of the depth and
broadness of the topics discussed.
This report reflects the plenary input provided, the
panel discussion and then discusses the three topics
separately in the form: observations, challenges (for
the EOSC) and what PLAN-E can do.

3.1 On the EOSC
Three plenary introductions were delivered by
•
•
•

Jean-Claude Burgelman
Karel Luyben
Silvana Muscella.

The following panel had as its members:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jean-Claude Burgelman
Karel Luyben
Silvana Muscella
Kimmo Koski
Sverker Holmgren
Norbert Meyer
Volker Beckmann.

3.1.1 Top 5 identified challenges
1. The (perceived) distance between the EOSC and
its end-users
2. A missing clear picture of what the aimed for endproduct is (and when it should be achieved).
Some perceive the EOSC as linked data
repositories, others view it as a fully operational
and save cloud service for science (or everything
in between)
3. Resolve the question whether the EOSC (really) is
there for all researchers to ease and support their
work or an instrument to manage the diversity of
larger existing (e-)infrastructures?
4. Address the fear that the EOSC is biased towards
the type of research that just happens to be
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possible at European scale (such as ESFRIprojects) at the expense of the “long tail of
research” and for no good scientific reason?
5. Need of clarification of the relation between EOSC
and EuroHPC.
3.1.2 Top 5 expressed considerations by PLAN-E
1. The missing element to accelerate the
implementation of the EOSC are good examples
of practices and examples of good practices;
2. No viable business plan has been communicated
3. As PLAN-E in actual practice represents mostly
mature communities that have as part of their
mission the advancement of other communities,
PLAN-E could be asked to get a representative in
the EOSC working groups
4. The EOSC has been described as a federation of
national data-infrastructures. But possibly the heat
of the data wave may have cooled well before
2025. So the scope of the EOSC should be
expanded towards a general purpose European
science cloud instead of only linking repositories
5. The EOSC should primarily serve research and
researchers, not safeguard the interests of the
service providers (unless the interests coincide)
3.1.3 Top 5 things PLAN-E could (help to) do
1. Disseminate best practices:
• In nationally coordinating EOSC-related
matters;
• Fill in gaps between users and
infrastructures;
• Data Stewardship;
• Software and Software Sustainability;
2. Address heads of organisations and communities by
• whitepapers
• website
• Advocating and pointing to workshops
and other national events;
• workshops (nationally) to inform
• initiatives for education and dissemination
at universities;
3. Help articulating from the researchers point of
view (including the long tail)of what the EOSC
should try to become to be;
4. Work with national research councils/funding
agencies on incentives and rewarding and
possible constraints for funding conditions.
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5. Build an inventory of real-life cases that is
cross-disciplinary and has data, infrastructure,
compute, etc. challenges in different countries.

•

3.2 On HPC in Europe
3.2.1 Key notes delivered
Four plenary introductions were delivered by
•
•
•
•

•

Patrick Aerts
Wilco Hazeleger
Florian Berberich
Kimmo Koski.

•

3.2.2 Top 5 expressed considerations by PLAN-E
• PRACE and EuroHPC are in part complementary:
EuroHPC concentrates on hardware and
technology developments and has an industrial
interest-component, PRACE concentrates on peer
review for access to supercomputers and
operates also the practical access mechanisms. It
is also noted that setting up a reliable peer review
mechanism and organisation is complex.
Meanwhile PRACE has mastered this;
• It is strongly felt that “political causes” are a
serious barrier for better a priori defining the roles
and interrelations of EuroHPC, PRACE and the
EOSC;
• The present HPC policy developments are,
notwithstanding the yet existing flaws in
governance and integration, very relevant indeed
for science. See for example:
https://www.eso.org/public/news/eso1907#1.
• PRACE services should be part of the EOSC
offering in the Service Catalog
• EuroHPC is a funding agency that will fund
infrastructures that could be used in the context
of EOSC by applications requesting HPC
resources.
3.2.3 Top 5 things PLAN-E could (help to) do
• PLAN-E can be used as a forum for providing
expert opinions that can be used to help agree
the relationship for EuroHPC and PRACE (and the
EOSC for that matter);
• This is irrespective of the already existing advisory
groups. The latter seem to be too close to the
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efforts themselves to be able to provide a more
distant, and perhaps holistic view;
Interest of (e)Science should be reflected in
EuroHPC. PLAN-E would be a serious vehicle to
achieve that and also help involving nontraditional scientific users' needs.
Express eScience interest in application
development (the new calls of EuroHPC);
opportunities in new calls that are not directly for
infrastructure
PLAN-E could discuss with RIAG of EuroHPC,
national funding agencies and ministries, to voice
researchers interest in HPC

3.3 On Cultural Heritage
3.3.1 Key notes delivered
The topic was introduced by three key notes, by:
•
•
•

Neil Chue Hong
Carina Kemp
Peter Doorn

3.3.2
•

•
•
•

•

Top 5 observarions regarding Cultural
Heritage and eScience
The long term preservation challenges for digital
cultural heritage and those in humanities or
science at large are highly similar, yet their
infrastructures are distinct and policies dispersed
over different ministries;
There are also as a result of the above no
incentives for co-operation;
Researchers from many disciplines want access to
cultural (heritage) data;
The way artefacts are described is often not
enough (in detail or structure) to easily find what
you are looking for (not FAIR);
University libraries and Digital Humanities research
groups play a significant role in preserving methods
for digital cultural heritage.

3.3.3
•

•

Top 5 things that PLAN-E could (help to) do
Help disclosing tools and methodologies
designed or developed in science to the
cultural heritage domain at large;
More specifically proliferate the FAIR principles
and their practical implementations to the
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cultural heritage sector at large and help in
managing link-rot and content drifting;
Help documenting and analysing complex
physical structures digitally;
Help in “digital archaeology”: preserving
obsolete digital technologies;
Help in the software sustainability domain:
preventing digital data and objects becoming
in accessible due to changing software
environments;

Recommendations

and a draft blueprint for how to get there
as soon as possible, but put the date for
final delivery at such as time that member
states will have time to adapt their
infrastructures timely
9. Devote a significant amount of time and
efforts to education, information provision,
and communication and address the
European academic institutes
(universities)
10. Academia should be well represented
throughout the governance of the EOSC.

The lead concept for the recommendations, following
the nature and details of the PLAN-E meeting is:

All-inclusive
All-inclusive refers to the following elements:
1. The EOSC should serve academic research
at large and not just projects that can only
be done at European scale
2. Include the long tail of science in the datainfrastructure
3. Do not limit the EOSC to low-hanging
fruits and support large European
infrastructures
4. Do not limit the EOSC to federating
member states’ data repositories, but go
for a real European cloud-environment
based on European values and legislation
5. Do include HPC in de service catalog of
the EOSC
6. Recognise the importance of high quality
peer review for accessing European HPC
resources and the work PRACE has
invested in getting there
7. Explore opportunities for closer
cooperation between the academic and
cultural heritage sectors, both in expertise
and sharing infrastructures
8. Compile and share through consultation a
living model for the final EOSC product

6
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Background to the workshop

PLAN-E has been actively supporting the ideas of the
EOSC and has been instrumental in its implementation
Ever since the launch of the concept (Brussels 2016?)
the EOSC has been on the agenda of the PLAN-E
Plenaries, to share the progress being made at national
and institutional levels. Topics like the Long Tail of
Science, the FAIR Principles and their implementation
as well as Software Sustainability have been discussed
in depth. At the launch event in Vienna it became clear
that serious steps towards good governance and other
organisational matters are being set and that the time
was ripe to try to get out of the vagueness era, glue all
the available information together and get a better
picture of the real substance of the matter. So all major
stakeholders were invited to share their views and get
into discussion with actors in the field: the European
eScience centres. They are at the heart of where the
implementation should take place, but also will have to
support scientists to do their work better, faster and
perhaps in more challenging directions, by using the
EOSC enrichments. So these centres should know
where it’s at and where it plans to get. Hence time for
gathering around the subject. Here are the results.

The geographical roll-out of the GARR-provided
interconnects in Italy is shown below:

6 Opening by the
local host:
GARR, ICDI and the
EOSC (Federico
Ruggieri)
6.1 About GARR
GARR is a consortium formed by standing
organisations from the Research and Education
Community. As such it is the Italian NREN.

The different national and local organisations
connected by GARR are:

The consortium consists of Founders and members.
The basis for the consortium has recently been reestablished by the Board of Directors in an Assembly
at March 21st 2019.

7
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Garr also provides Cloud-services. 5 sites, located in
the south of Italy, together provide 8448 virtual CPU’s
and 10PB of disk storage.

•

Mapping national contributions to pan-European
initiatives involving RIs and e-Is

Born as a bottom-up initiative, it currently includes
major national research organisations and several
universities. ICDI brings together key RIs in Italy:
•
•
•

National chapters of ERICs
ESFRI Projects
JRU’s.

6.3 ICDI and the EOSC
•

•

The OpenStack based Federated Cloud, based on a
recent proposal from GARR Scientific & Technical
Committee to the GARR Board of Directors is to
•
•
•

•

Support members’ research activities
Support research proposals via competitive grants
open to the community
Support research activities via agreements.

•

6.2 About ICDI
In 2017 Italy launched an Italian ICDI (Italian
Computing and Data Infrastructure) initiative. The idea
is to:
•
•
•

•

•

•

Sign an MoU among the Research Organisations
in Italy to create a core group
Develop an inclusive coordination between RI & eI
Supporting the Italian Scientific Research System
by fostering synergies between RIs and e-Is at
national level
Harmonizing Italian participation to pan-EU
initiatives to optimize available resources and
facilitating prioritization and sustainability
Establish a national coordination to increase the
Italian capability to address and foster decisionmaking at EU level
Facilitating the harmonization and synchronization
of the Italian priorities and strategies with the
European context

•

•

The National Program of Research Infrastructures
(PNIR 2014-2017) selected 56 Priority RIs out of a
total of 97.
•

•
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GARR promoted the grouping of Research
Infrastructures and e-Infrastructures in Italy and
supports the ICDI (Italian Computing and Data
Infrastructure)
ICDI MoU is in preparation and GARR and several
Research Organisations are ready to sign it
GARR supports the participation of CNR in the
EOSC-Secretariat (INFRAEOSC-05 a) and
coordinates the EOSC-Pillar project (INFRAEOSC05 b), both submitted with the agreement of the
ICDI community
GARR and GEANT Networks support the evolution
of the Research Infrastructures, EOSC, EDI and
HPC towards higher data transfer bandwidth and
access to larger data archives all over the world
E.g. Research Infrastructures in Italy are
connected and data can be transferred at high
speed: ECMWF Data Centre in Bologna will be
connected at 100 Gbps in 2019 and a similar
support will be provided to the proposal of a preexascale HPC system in the same area
(Tecnopolo) submitted by CINECA and INFN
together with Slovenia.
GARR will contribute to initiatives aiming at
supporting Open Science and improving the data
FAIRness in Italy.

ERICs, ESFRI and Integrated Activities Projects
(e.g. EPOS, EMSO, E-RIHS, KM3NET, SoBigData,
BBMRI, etc.)
IT branches of ERICs (e.g. DARIAH, ELIXIR, etc.)
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•

•

GARR-X R&E Network.

•

•
•
•

6.4 Ministerial activities
A new National Plan for Research is in preparation with
14 Strategic Areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Health
Culture and Cultural Heritage
Design, creativity and Made in Italy
Societal Transformations.
Electronics telecommunications and Digital
Technologies
6. High Performance Computing and Big Data
7. Artificial Intelligence Cybersecurity and Robotics
8. Quantum technologies and enabling key
technologies
9. Space
10. Sustainable Mobility
11. Climate, Energy
12. Green Technologies
13. Bio-economy, Food and Blue growth (EU bioeconomy food natural resources agricultural and
environment)
14. Natural Resources, Environment and Disasters
risk reduction
A National Plan for Open Science is in preparation.

6.5 About the EOSC-Pillar Program

•
•
•
•
•
•

The EOSC-Pillar Program objectives are:
Support the EOSC implementation leveraging national
initiatives of the Member States (MS) and Thematic
Initiatives (TI) developed by research communities
working in national and European collaborations to
build a future based on Open Science and FAIR data
practices
•

•

•

Italy leads the EOSC-Pilar project.
This encompasses the following:

•

•
•

Title of Proposal: Coordination and Harmonisation
of National and Thematic Initiatives to support
EOSC
Submitted to the Call: INFRAEOSC-05 (b)
Coordination of EOSC-relevant national initiatives
across Europe and support to prospective EOSC
service providers - Research and Innovation
Actions
18 Partners
Austria: University of Vienna
Italy ICDI: GARR (Coordinator), CINECA, CMCC,
CNR, INFN
Italy: TRUST-IT
France: CINES (Technical Coordinator), CNRS,
INRA, INRIA, IFREMER, INSERM
Germany: KIT, DKRZ, Fraunhofer, GFZ
Belgium: University of Gent
Total EC Contribution: € 6.880.965,00
Start date: 1 July 2019

O1 - Analyse the state of the art of existing
national initiatives and services for computing and
data services in the countries involved, and
support their consolidation
O2 - Harmonise procedures for the delivery of
horizontal enabling services for research data
across countries;
O3 - Co-ordinate with other initiatives to achieve
harmonisation across different regions, countries,
and trans-national research communities to build
a truly inclusive EOSC;
O4 - Promote the uptake of FAIR data practices
and services at national levels and across
scientific communities and national borders
O5 - Enable non-commercial trans-national
services to be accessed through the EOSC portal;

Acronym: EOSC-Pillar
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O6 - Support the growth of an active community
of stakeholders in each involved country, who will
actively contribute to the success of EOSC;
O7 - Propose viable business models for the
sustainable provision of trans-national services.

Plenary contributions on the EOSC

7.1 State-of-play of the European Open
Science Cloud (Jean-Claude Burgelman)
Jean-Claude Burgelman, at
the time Head of Unit of
European Open Data
Policies (RTD.B2)
presented the recent past
and near future of the
EOSC trajectory. He
referenced Michel Schouppe as co-author of his
presentation.
•
•
•

Vision
EOSC roadmap
Political support

(Council conclusions of May 2018)

•

Targeted resourcing

(Horizon 2020 INFRAEOSC Calls 2018-2020)

•

•
•

New services new users
Governance and policy

Each has or had its own funding lines. In coinciding
colours:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enhancing the user experience;
Portal integration@consolidation.
Access to commercial services;
Connecting ESFRI infrastructures;
Coordination of national initiatives;
Prototyping new services for new users;
Increasing the services offer.
EOSC coordination structure;
FAIR data uptake and compliance.

The EOSC also has a service dimension and envisions:
✓ A catalogue of European research data
funded with public money;
✓ A catalogue of services to re-use these data;
✓ Tools to make their own data open and FAIR;
✓ Advanced tools to merge and analyse the
data in a secure environment;
✓ A simple access gateway to these services
(EOSC Portal).

Communities at work

(EOSC ‘Coalition of Doers’)

•

Prototype Portal

•

Governance 2019-2020

Special attention was paid to the raising importance of
the FAIR Principles over time.
The time frame 2019-2020 encompasses six action
lines:

For the following two years the identified key issues
are:
✓
New governance model and bestfit legal vehicle for after 2020
✓
Financing model(s) to sustain
EOSC services in the long run
✓
Rules of participation that will
govern future EOSC transactions
✓
Coordination of EOSC-relevant
national initiatives
✓
Evolution of the EOSC Portal and
its interfaces, expansion of the
EOSC service offering to the researchers
✓
FAIR digital objects: turning principles into
practice
✓
Widening strategy for the EOSC user base
✓
EOSC in the international context

Dedicated activities to prototype the EOSC are
threefold:
•

Portal development

10
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The envisioned EOSC governance is sketched as
follows:

✓ Events organised by EOSC-targeted projects or
EOSC-related initiatives
Go to: https://www.eosc-portal.eu/media/events
✓ Participation to the annual assemblies of the
EOSC Stakeholder Forum in Autumn 2019 and
2020
Check on: https://www.eoscsecretariat.eu/newsevents-opinion
✓ Participation in the open consultation by the
upcoming working groups of the EOSC
governance
Check on: https://www.eoscsecretariat.eu/newsevents-opinion

7.2 The European Open Science Cloud
(Karel Luyben)

With the next timeline:

Prof. em. Karel Luyben is chairman of
the EOSC Executive Board. He starts
with quoting Commissioner Moedas:
“Open Science represents a new
approach to the scientific process
based on cooperative work and new
ways of diffusing knowledge by using
digital technologies and new collaborative tools.”
Followed by a few preliminary observations.
FAIR is one of the main vehicles to achieve the
ultimate goal of the EOSC, the open sharing and reuse of data. To turn FAIR into reality three actions are
reported:
▪ Report and Action Plan: Take a holistic approach
to lay out what needs to be done to make FAIR a
reality, in general and for EOSC
▪ Addresses the following key areas: Concepts for
FAIR, the FAIR data culture, the FAIR data
ecosystem, skills, incentives and metrics,
investment and sustainability.
▪ Recommendations and Actions: 27
recommendations, structured by these topics,
are supported by precise actions for
stakeholders.

Open science also paves the way from “Science 1.0”
to “Science 2.0”. The route is supported by Open
Access, FAIR Data and Citizen Science and requires
(new) skills, rewards (among scientists and by funding
agencies) and metrics (enabling funding agencies to
base their rewards on).
Research and practice have a time-following relation,
represented by the following graphics:

Among the practical opportunities to contribute to the
EOSC are:
✓ Horizon 2020 INFRAEOSC Calls in 2019 and
2020 : Go to: https://ec.europa.eu/info/fundingtenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/
topic-search
Filter by call « H2020-INFRAEOSC-2018-2020 »
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This implies that means that speed-up the research
process also accelerate practical implementations of
(scientific)research results.
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Open data and FAIR data combined produce Open
FAIR data. They are surely not mutually exclusive nor
implicit. They are notions from different angles:

2A recent
study by the
EU Data
Market study
for DG Connect - European Commission by Open Evidence, The
Lisbon Council and IDC shows the importance of data in the
economic traffic1.

1Many data can never be open

Explaining FAIR is easier by noting what it is not:
•
•
•
•
•
•

FAIR is not a standard, it’s a guiding principle
FAIR is not only ‘Semantic Web’
FAIR does not mean ‘Open’ or ‘Free’

Data are often Open but not FAIR
Data could be non-Open yet perfectly FAIR
Many data can never be Open

In line with these figures it is estimated (“in a study
that preceded this study”) that the cost of NOT having
data FAIR amounts to €10,2 bn.
The EOSC is projected to become a reality by 2020
and will be Europe’s virtual environment for all
researchers to store, manage, analysis and re-use data
for research, innovation and educational purposes.

FAIR principles do not directly prescribe data quality,
trustworthiness, ethics or responsibilities.

The governance structure to get the EOSC operational
is already given by Jean-Claude Burgelman. Zooming
in, we see five Working Groups reporting to the
Executive Board:

As a concept for data sharing and re-use one could
think of a shell model:

•
•
•
•
•

FAIR
Architecture
Rules of participation
Landscape
Sustainability.

They are supposed to report according to the following
time frame and formal schedule:

1

http://datalandscape.eu/sites/default/files/report/EDM_D2.1_1stReportFactsFigures_revised_21.03.2018.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/recommendationaccess-and-preservation-scientific-information
http://datalandscape.eu/sites/default/files/report/Opening_Up_Scientific_Da
ta_for_Innovation-Story_2_FinalNewFormat.pdf
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Operationally the EOSC secretariat connects many
elements that together form the EOSC. Formally the
EOSC secretariat is a funded project, involving the
aforementioned parties.

7.3 EOSCsecretariat.eu (Silvana Muscella)
Silvana Muscella chaired the second
High Level Expert Group HLEG
[2017-2018] which delivered the
final set of recommendations and
insights in “Prompting an EOSC in
Practice” 2 for the EOSC. She also
represents one of the organisations involved in the
delivery of EOSC through the EOSCsecretariat.eu,
supporting the EOSC governance.
The EOSC secretariat forms the central core in
between the EOSC governance structure and the
EOSC stakeholders. It supports the idea the that EOSC
is user-centric by design. It brings the strategic
guidelines of the executive board and governing boards
as well as the outcomes of the Working Groups to the
stakeholders and brings the input from the
stakeholders as feedback to the EOSC governance
organisations.
The team that runs the EOSC secretariat consists of
multiple parties that bring their varied experience to the
table:

As a practical representation of “the stakeholders” a
selection of formally addressable stakeholder groups
have been identified as contacts:
•
•
•
•
•

Infrastructure initiatives in the Member States (led
by CNR)
EU infrastructure related initiatives incl. ESFRIs, RIs,
(led by KIT)
International initiatives (led by GO-FAIR)
Industry (led by CERN)
Researchers (TUWIEN)
According to the secretariat, what can the EOSC do for
researchers and for providers?
For researchers, you can:
• Access services, resources and technical support for
integration and exploitation
• Discover new datasets and tools
• Contribute your software or data to EOSC
• Co-pilot your custom services and setups in EOSC
For providers, you can:
• Reach new users for your services
• Become a pioneer in the single market for research
services
• Generate new synergies and collaborations

https://publications.europa.eu/en/web/eu-law-andpublications/publication-detail/-/publication/5253a1af-ee1011e8-b690-01aa75ed71a1
2
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• Keep up to date with the best practices for Open
Science.
What every stakeholder can do:
•
•
•
•

Benefit from the co-creation funding
Provide support to the Working Groups
Bring your assets to the EOSC
Shape the EOSC 2021 by joining the EOSC
Stakeholder Forum

About the Co-creation funding:
•

•

•
•
•

Up to 4 million euro reserved for ensuring the
participation of the Community in the design of
the EOSC and in feeding to the Governance
Structure
In four broad catgegories:
o Stakeholder engagement & participatory
activities
o Organisation of the Executive Board Working
Groups
o Studies (biz models, RoP, risk management
analysis, legal frameworks, international
initiatives)
o MKT, comms, events & additional support to
the Governance
The community will be invited to make use of it
Proposals currently being submitted and evaluated
FAQs, applying and the selection criteria on
further details of the funding may be found o the
web.3

The Portal in a glance:
The EOSC Portal offers European researchers and
professionals in science, technology, the humanities
and social sciences an entry point to a virtual
environment with open and seamless services for
storage, management, analysis and re-use of research
data, across borders and scientific disciplines from
existing scientific data infrastructures, currently
dispersed across disciplines and the EU Member
States.

https://www.eoscsecretariat.eu/funding-opportunities/co-creationrequests

During this intro, the “EOSC in Practice” was
elaborated extensively, by the example of the
WAVEFIER project. This concerns a prototype for a
real time gravitational wave transient signal classifier.
The EOSCsecretariat.eu will organise the next EOSC
Symposium November 26-28 2019, Budapest,
Hungary4.
This introduction credits EGO-Virgo, CNRS-LAPP,
Asterics, Garr and the industrial cooperation support
from Trust-IT. Credits to Agis Evrigenis, Project
Coordinator Technopolis, Annabel Grant, GÉANT and
Sara Garavelli, Rob Carrillo Trust-IT Services.

7.4 Panel discussion
The Panel for the intro to the EOSC workshop
discussions consisted of:
•
•
•
•

Jean-Claude Burgelman
Karel Luyben
Silvana Muscella
Kimmo Koski

3
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•
•
•

Sverker Holmgren
Norbert Meyer
Volker Beckmann

Excerpts from the discussion.
•

•

•

•

•

Much is yet unclear about the “business model”. A
business model commonly refers to the way
profits are made from the services or materials
sold to customers. Customers chose o the basis
van quality of service, quality of products and
pricing. At the EOSC we rather have and refer to
users rather than clients, it is unclear how services
obtained are covered by (financial) contributions,
the infrastructure is to consist largely of (parts of)
national infrastructures contributed to the EOSC
and there is no relation as yet clear between
usefulness, usage satisfaction and benefits for the
EOSC (organization). Yet, without a business
model any such system seems bound to fail,
unless the Commission intends to fund the EOSC
for ever (which is un likely). So where is the
EOSC going, considered as a business?
There are basically two types of users: experts
and non-experts. How to service both categories
ànd keep them satisfied? How to get experts and
beginners cross-fertilise each other in experience?
The EOSC is a unique, innovative and selfdeveloping endeavor. We all, the Commission
included, will have to “learn on the job” or learn as
we go. (Just like eScience) it is a self-developing
organization, led by the urgency of sharing the full
extent of scientific fruits, with data -these days- as
the most visible part, in order to stimulate science.
The EOSC commitment should be based on
national e-infrastructures committing themselves
to start to federally form the EOSC. This in
contrast with a top-down approach where a EOSC
is forced upon the member states, who in the end
will have to pay the lot. Having said this, some
kind of blue-print as to what to have achieved in
the end (and when) will be required for these
national e-infrastructures in order to learn in which
direction to grow into the future.
The users, meaning the European researchers,
need to be in or next to the driving seat. They
should inject the knowledge as to what they need
for new scientific discoveries and where they want
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•

•

•

•

•

to go scientifically. Scientists, however, may not
have the actual knowledge on how to technically
implement an EOSC. Nonetheless it is about
science and not about a technology-driven
infrastructure.
The EOSC blueprint that is under formation
involves a vision and mission as any other major
business activity. Some of the elements have
been published already, but some elements are
still up to the policy boards to get established. We
only will get results if national governments (and
their funding organisations) start implementing
open science in their science policy. They also
should ensure that education and PhD programs
are being strengthened to involve the recognition
of values such as (open) and FAIR data and
properly written software. They can and should do
stuff on grant level, implement incentives by
research funders, etc.
Indeed, rewards by Research Funders and other
incentives should be implemented, just like these
already exist for peer reviewed papers (but the
mono-focus as grew for citation indexes should
be avoided). National policies at and beyond
grant level, career possibilities etc. are the way to
go.
Many EC (funding) instruments do not seem to fit
with the EOSC model. For example, under
Horizon 2020, projects have started only recently
many of them supposed to implemented parts of
the EOSC, without any formal links to the EOSC
governance structure or even reporting to the
EOSC governance.
One of the as yet unresolved issues is the link
between the EOSC and the HPC-efforts in Europe.
Quite many scientists need and are dependent on
top-level HPC resources and at the same time,
just like every other researcher want the benefits
of data access, exchange and other EOSC-related
advantages. So linking the EOSC to the HPC-inEurope developments is necessary and meanwhile- urgent.
This concludes the introductory panel discussions,
that form the basis of subsequent discussions in
the various break-out workshop sessions.
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•

The basic questions the participants addressed in the
EOSC session were: How to speed up the EOSC
process, how could PLAN-E be instrumental in that and
how do the EOSC and the European HPC-plans
interact?

•

8

•

8.1 Identified challenges for the EOSC
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

A gap is perceived between the EOSC and its
potential users;
The challenge with articulating the vision of EOSC
to those in (e-)Science are the different views on
what the EOSC is. From a high level vision of a
service to share FAIR data to the initiatives on
infrastructural level. This is further complicated by
the Commissions desire and expectation that
most of the funding should come from the
member states;
The EOSC seems not a point of call for
researchers but rather for providers. Is that the
way to go?
Is the EOSC really for all researchers or rather for
those in (larger) collaborative projects (e.g. ESFRI
projects)?
The communication strategy of the EOSC i.s.n. is
unclear if it comes to addressing the potential
end-users;
The EOSC needs some (secure) equivalent to
Eduroam to get a single point of entry (single sign
on);
Avoid researchers diverting to commercial services
if caused by lack of accessibility, low barriers, easy
access;
Yet insufficient inclusion into EOSC of software
and software sustainability issues;
Vague links to other European infrastructures,
notably for HPC;
How will researchers be driven (“forced”) to
follow (“obey”) any of the EOSC initiatives and
directives? Will the EOSC work out successfully if
left up to the discretion of researchers to do so?

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

8.2 Considerations expressed
•

The missing link to accelerate the implementation
of the EOSC are good examples of practices and
examples of good practices;
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•

Efforts have been wasted, also during Horizon
2020 projects, because single disciplines build
their own solutions and infrastructures;
Both for the EOSC at large, and for sharing FAIR
data (that do not come for free) business models
are necessary, but yet missing;
PLAN-E represents mostly mature communities
that have as part of their mission the
advancement of other communities;
PLAN-E members are often usage and users
ambassadors at different levels of research, which
can facilitate communication;
PLAN-E should take research-driven view,
connecting e-infrastructures and research. It
cross-cuts from infrastructure to research and
back;
PLAN-E in actual practice performs a lot of
knowledge exchange;
PLAN-E also pays more attention to software than
e.g. RDA.
PLAN-E should be asked to get a representative
in the EOSC working groups;
PLAN-E could initiate an RDA project to propose
an EOSC core services catalogue;
PLAN-E could be in a position to provide
certification of some core services and
communicate that to the EOSC Executive Board.
Could PLAN-E be the best forum to express
dissenting opinions?
“PLAN-E is a platform to unite the efforts of
eScience groups across Europe in order to
strengthen the European position in the eScience
domain. Its strength is that it is a forum where the
different organisations which enable the use of eInfrastructure by researchers (which differentiates
it from e-IRG). This enables a broad panEuropean view of the different eScience
requirements that need to be fed into EOSC”
The EOSC has been described as a federation of
national data-infrastructures. But possibly the heat
of the data wave may have cooled by 2025. Is
the EOSC growing towards a general purpose
European science cloud?
Researchers want a trustworthy cloud for regular
use, including storage and compute. Will the
EOSC provide for that?
Workshop report: PLAN-E discusses the EOSC, HPC and CH
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•

•

•
•

Will EOSC be a mechanism for ensuring GDPR
and other EU regulations on global commercial
cloud providers?
How do we ensure that the research needs and
use cases are not drowned out by those with
vested interest e.g. service providers?
What plans does the EOSC endeavour have to
address the long tail of science?
How do the EuroHPC and PRACE activities get
incorporated into the EOSC (if at all)?

From the identity of PLAN-E as an independent
volunteers organisation with representatives from
relevant national eScience organisations in most
member states, PLAN-E and individual PLAN-E
members are suitably equipped to help the EOSC
going forward in many aspects. So PLAN-E or its
individual members can:
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

8.3 What PLAN-E can do

•

•

Help facilitate all actors at their national level as
well as at other levels (e.g. CERN-members)
Act as spokesmen for initiatives connected to
science and connected to infrastructure, a bit
dependent on the role of member in its member
state country;
Play a role in cross-cutting the pillars for the
EOSC. For example in software and
reproducibility;
Offer its biggest asset: people;
Disseminate best practices:
o In nationally coordinating EOSC-related
matters;
o Fill in gaps between users and infrastructures;
o Data Stewardship;
o Software and Software Sustainability;
Getting heads of communities and institutes
involved, directly or via intermediate where these
exist;
Address heads of organisations and communities
by
o Whitepapers
o Website
o Advocating and pointing to workshops and
other national events;
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Organise workshops nationally to inform
researchers or heads of research group
directly about the EOSC;
Issue initiatives for education/dissemination at
universities;
Start pan-European virtual Academies, for
example on HPC, Cloud, Software, FAIR;
Can start with a directory of exciting material;
Point at possible synergies between EOSC-related
projects;
Promote consultations among its members;
Act as advisor for national communities (avoiding
re-inventing wheels);
Help articulating from the researchers point of
view of what the EOSC should try to become to
be;
Work with national research councils/funding
agencies on stimulus (incentives) and rewarding
and possible constraints for funding conditions;
Build an inventory of real-life cases that is crossdisciplinary and has data, infrastructure, compute,
etc. challenges in different countries;
Help organizing (research)challenges at campus
level, to be rewarded (to be funded by
EOSCsecretariat.eu or co-creation funds). Each
rewarded challenge (10-20k€) should concern an
activity that can demonstrate the EOSC potential;
Help connecting to the long tail of science;
Leverage its position as a body where members
with strong connections with different
organisations and communities can provide a
trusted voice and guidance and advice. (This will
require PLAN-E to establish and manage
synergies with different EOSC projects and be
able to articulate what PLAN-E thinks EOSC is).
Engage in more ambitious plans involving running
sessions on EOSC topics at existing national and
domain conferences; the creation of virtual panEuropean academies which build on existing
material from members to provide training to
researchers on EOSC infrastructure topics;
promote consultations with members and their
networks; and act as advisors for national
communities
Add science cases: (members of) PLAN-E can
articulate these cases, with a reality check;

o

•

•

•
•

•

•
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8.4 Blog entries
The following mini-blogs were written upon request, at
the end of the break-pout sessions. The following are
the blogs received, integrally copied, but anonymised.
8.4.1 Blog-1
My blog entry on EOSC is written from the point of
view of a service provider. For me it is important to
understand how I can contribute to the goals defined
by EOSC. My understanding is that some kind of
generic infrastructure shall be offered by my
organization to store and share the research data
being produced in my country. To support this, I will
need to further develop my skills and competences and
to further develop the technical infrastructure. What will
simplify my work is the ability to use some standards
(and possibly contributing to them). An example of
such a service are the permanent identifiers (PID).
Given this standard it is then my problem to define a
technical infrastructure able to support this operation,
to define the related business processes and models.
To develop and test this I will need real use cases to
be developed together with scientists and the end user
community. Beyond the EOSC enigma.
8.4.2 Blog-2 Beyond the EOSC enigma.
EOSC, one of those enigmatic acronyms. No one has a
clue, except for a few of us that are fully engaged in it.
But if one talks about open science with researchers
discussions immediately start. What about my data!
Who pays for open access! Who credits my work on
software! The proponents speak up as well: grand
challenges requires multidisciplinary research and data
should be FAIR for that, and if possible open.

What else can we do? We can spread the word much
better to local researchers. Challenges are nice tools
for stimulating researchers.
And then a stick for researchers may be needed. This
is a role for the research councils to put constraints in
their calls.
8.4.3 Blog-3
The motivation for EOSC is fairly clear – to enable
researchers to better share research resources
(including data) as far as is possible and appropriate.
Whilst there will always be occasions when this is not
possible or desirable, there are too many occasions
where not sharing\re-using is by default rather than by
intent.
However, there are many elements to achieving this
(from policy alignment, through researcher support
and training, through service, resource, data discovery
and integration), and whilst EOSC is seen as an
assisting mechanism, answering the question of what
EOSC is, tends to either be conflated with either a
particular audiences priority for achieving this (so
varies between different audiences), or to encapsulate
all elements needed (and thus unobtainable).
Can we form a common, agreed view of the researcher
experience of EOSC? This may different across
different communities, e.g. should a researcher’s first
port of call be at an institutional, community, national
level or EOSC? This answer will differ depending on
country, organisation, community, and may be
financially and politically driven.

PLAN-E folks should know, but are very confused as
well. Why is that? Firstly because there are multiple
backgrounds in the room: e-infrastructure folks,
researchers, data scientists, software developers.
Secondly, because it works differently in every domain
and in evert country. eScience, but also the EOSC will
work very different per country.

8.4.4 Blog-4
I was told that the buzz word that came out of the
EOSC-Hub week that took place in Prague from 12 to
14 April was that stakeholders kept repeating:
“EOSCisUs“. So if I incentivize the EOSC is a place
where we all want to go to – it will work and if I do not
help design it then I cannot complain if I do not like it
or I do not use it.

What to do about this? Well, let’s first make an
inventory of use cases which could actually benefit
from FAIR data and services. These cases can be
drawn from our local research communities at
universities and institutions.

Coordination, EOSC in Practice examples, Incentives,
Financial challenges, other, are all pieces to pool
together to create the EOSC. For the researchers the
idea of conservative budget that comes out of the cocreation funds could allow for a bunch of researchers
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to respond to an activity that could be introduced
within EOSC to help sell better its value proposition.

group Europe), with members from funding agencies
involved in providing compute cycles on
supercomputers and representatives of computing
centres. It existed until the e-IRG was well established.
The Arcade data were handed over to the e-IRG
support group (project) of which it formed the original
basis.

Discussion points & potential studies that could be
funded from the co-creation budget from
EOSCSecretariat.eu in the coming months to have
savvy representatives who could provide thought
leadership and objective insights on the following:
a) Minimum Requirements for Cloud Providers to
participate into EOSC;
b) Data repository integration in EOSC;
c) Global vs European Best Practices (understanding
the concrete projects taking place in the US,
Australia, etc that we find out further info on to
exchange best practices & engage with them).
Co-creation Studies from EOSCSecretariat.eu could
include:
a) Request a study from co-creation budget on Data
Integration Study Costs;
b) User Rules of Participation for voucher recipients
c) Implementing Billing & Usage into EOSC
d) Procurement barriers and how to get around
them.

9

During the “European Leadership in Grids and eScience” conference, organized by the e-IRG under the
Dutch presidency in 2004, two then considered
important topics were put on the European agenda:
•
•

 networking for NRENS
HPC for research.

It took only two years before Europe was really ripe for
sharing its most expensive and complicated computing
resources, if only because these often were part of the
national pride. But in 2006, under the Austrian
European chairmanship, represented by Dieter
Kranzlmueller, the “HPC for Europe Taskforce” (HET)
was set up and things started rolling from then on.
After a thorough inventory of potential research

HPC in Europe Plenary introductions

9.1 Intro to “HPC in Europe” (Patrick Aerts)
HPC in Europe grew over the years
since the early nineties, but there
existed no European infrastructure.
There just were isolated individual,
institutional or national systems. In
1995, on occasion of the first lustrum
of the then existing Netherlands National Computing
Facilities Foundation (NCF), a first European platform
was set up, under the name ARCADE (Academic
Research Computing, Advanced facilities Discussion

benefits (the Science Case for HPC), PRACE was
established, the Partnership for advanced Computing in
Europe. First as a project, later as a standing

snapshot 1 From the present website (April 2019)
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•
•
•

organisation. The HET website still exists
(http://www.hpcineuropetaskforce.eu/) and the
science case can still be downloaded from there!

What is HPC in Europe doing?
What do scientists want and require?
What are the industrial and business interests?

These matters will be addressed by the following
introductories.

9.2 EuroHPC & eScience (Wilco Hazeleger)
Scientific use cases in need;
Co-design to do.
From a Munich RE publication, the
following picture reflects the
worldwide loss in US$ due to
geophysical, meteorological,
hydrological or climatological events of
plain catastrophes:

snapshot 2 From the first website, hosted by CSC

Meanwhile, PRACE continuing its business as a kind of
review site for access to European HPC resources
through peer review, a new development has started,
that, next to scientific goals, also has a European
strategic element in its endeavours. Becoming
competitive on a world scale and stimulating the
European industry for an independent HPC strategy.

snapshot 3 https://eurohpc-ju.europa.eu/

Now, the key question is: How do PRACE, EuroHPC,
the EDI and EOSC interrelate? Or in other words:
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When simulating the atmosphere, (high) resolution is
critically important. For example, to resolve the tropical

convection, at least 1 km global
In astrophysics multiscale physics and multi-physics
play are involved in the AMUSE project:

And who doesn’t recognise the first photo of a black
hole?

resolution is essential:

The Extreme Earth Science Cloud (EASY) Project,
funded since 1-1-2019 by the EC (6 million €)
envisions the next way that users, data, compute and
research interact:

Among the key astronomy topics under investigation
are:
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And what about the SKA project (Square Kilometre
Array)?

Meanwhile in the world of ICT technology:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Operational in 2022+
130K ~ 1M (LOFAR-style) antenna in Australia +
200 ~ 2000 dishes in South Africa
Wider frequency range and higher sensitivity and
survey speed than existing telescopes
Zettabytes/year raw data volumes
130~300PB/year of correlated data
Huge data and processing problem.

We showed clear science cases for extreme scale
computing. But:
•

Top500 metrics and computing award winning

Goal is to make the system easy to use and easy to
scale up. Schematically shown as follows:
projects do not fit with use cases e.g. streamed
data, distributed data , complex workflows and
algorithms are insufficiently considered
• Co-design (scientific users, software engineers
and hardware developers) needed for return on
investment.
▶ That is why eScience is required and essential
to bridge those gaps.

9.3 The Partnership for Advanced
Computing in Europe
(Florian Berberich)

Another science example comes from deep learning
and medical imaging.

PRACE is a membership organization,
with hosting members and general
partners. The hosing members,
presently France, Germany, Italy,
Spain and Switzerland, actually host
top-level (“Tier-0”) HPC systems and
provided services to the PRACE members. Researchers
from the PRACE members may apply for access to
these systems, based on a peer review mechanism.
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The present (April 2019) Tier-0 systems are:

by Augusto Burgueno Arjona, this could be envisioned
as follows:

- 1Piz Daint: Cray XC50, CSCS, Lugano, Switzerland#6 Top 500

The EOSC and EDI, The European Data Initiative, are
two co-existing infrastructures, with (in due course)
distinguished, but yet undefined interrelation, where
the EOSC is engaged with EGI, EUDAT, OpenAire and
RDA and EDI with PRACE and Géant.

- 2 MARCONI: Lenovo CINECA, Bologna, Italy #18 Top 500

The PRACE Tiers 0 and 1 will interface to the EOSC, to
ensure the various and diverse data requirements.
These links will open up a wider range of user and use
cases. They will also link into the new business models
being developed.
- 3 MareNostrum: IBM BSC, Barcelona, Spain, #22 Top 500

#22 Top 500

- 4 JUWELS (Module 1): Bull Sequana GAUSS @ FZJ, Jülich, Germany
#23 Top 500

- 5 Hazel Hen: Cray GAUSS/HLRS, Stuttgart, Germany #27 Top 500

The PRACE vision is still strongly based on trying to
solve scientific challenges, with sure emphasis on
societal challenges, like wanting to know about the
cosmos, climate, the building blocks of life (DNA),
energy, (fast) transport/aerospace and human
behavior/social interactions. PRACE’s goal is to help
solve these challenges. The days when scientists did
not have to care about the hardware are over, and so
are the days when compute centres did not have to
worry about the scientific application!
Computing drives Science and Science drives
Computing. Examples of success are:
•

Close to 110 Petaflops cumulated peak performance.
- 6 JOLIOT CURIE : Bull Sequana GENCI/CEA, Bruyères-le-Châtel,
France #34 Top 500

Following the present trends in computing, a European
Cloud Initiative has ben initiated, which should glue the
different resource components together. From a graph

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Recurring core part of Nobel Prizes in Physics &
Chemistry
Saving billions with better weather forecasting
Improving human health with genomics,
personalized medicine
3-4% better fuel efficiency of aircraft & wind
turbines every year
Disrupting communication, transportation and
manufacturing
Design of future materials from scratch based on
desired properties
Batteries & supercapacitors
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•

Artificial intelligence, machine learning, sensors,
open data.

•

•

- 8 Higgs boson discovery

- 7 LIGO Gravitational wave

•

The frontiers of fundamental sciences are expanding
due to HPC. Recent known examples are the
simulation of traces producing Higgs Boson (Nobel
Prize 2013) and the LIGO gravitational wave
interference (Nobel Prize 2017).

•

•

The Scientific Case for Computing in Europe
showcases the achievements we predict will come true
within the next 5-10 years with a factor 50-100x more
computing power in Europe.
PRACE visions on the next generation of computing:
•
•

•

•
•

•

From the PRACE scientific case: “Future Infrastructures

Incremental advanced in performance easily result
in incremental advances in science
There is a natural symbiosis between disruptive
technologies and disruptive algorithms – they
drive each other
All large advances in computing come down to
algorithms - but a large share of algorithms were
developed for serial architectures and are no
longer relevant!
The end of CMOS scaling: Neuromorphic
computing, quantum computing, analogue circuits
PRACE & Europe need a much more ambitious
strategy to develop the software part of
next-generation computing – reserve 10%
budget!
We need to see European high-end computing
investments as part of a larger community
infrastructure that drives workforce education,
spin-offs and commercial development

PRACE identifies the following key requirements for
infrastructure:
•

•

Scientific Applications are not only ready to use
Exascale , but have specific high-impact research
goals that can only be realized with access to
next-generation resources;
However, exascale will require new approaches to
scaling by using ensembles, deep learning and
statistical models. High-end computing will
dominate, but tomorrow’s solutions will be
different than yesterday’s;
Exascale systems will need to be able to handle
tens of thousands of active jobs and large I/O
requests;
Software & algorithms take longer to change than
hardware – first-generation systems must be
based on -resent concrete needs, rather than
hops about being able to co-design;
Linux rules the modern computing world: all
systems will need to support a full Linux stack of
developments tools;
Centres & their staff need to engage directly I
software development together with scientific
communities.

Urgent need for more compute cycles – but also
high demands for memory bandwidth & I/O
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and operations will need to be much more diverse to
support HPC, Data Science and different types of
accelerators - but we also need to avoid
fragmentation.”
Scientific applications:
•
•

urgent need for more compute cycles, AND
huge demands memory bandwidth & I/O

Need new approaches:
•
•

scaling via ensembles, deep learning, and
statistical models
systems able to handle tens of thousands of
active jobs and large I/O requests

Software & algorithms take longer to change than
hardware:
•

PRACE & Europe need a much more ambitious
strategy to develop the SW part of nextgeneration computing.

Relation between PRACE and EuroHPC:
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Position Paper5: PRACE in the EuroHPC Era

•

o

Status Analysis

o

Impact Analysis

o

PRACE in the EuroHPC Era
▪

PRACE & EuroHPC – creating synergies

▪

Evolution of PRACE Services

▪

Towards a partnership

•

Impact analysis:
•

Rationale for the role of PRACE in EuroHPC:
In the last decade PRACE has created and shaped
the European HPC Ecosystem
PRACE is offering a plethora of HPC services
PRACE is THE HPC brand in Europe
EuroHPC is a game-changer
For the benefit of Europe and the success of
EuroHPC it is key that PRACE’s achievements,
competences and services are carried forward into
the new era
On December 12, 2018 the PRACE Council has
approved the position paper.

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

High-end supercomputers at HM countries made
available to all European researchers
o Improved pan-European collaboration and
overall quality of scientific proposals
o Attractive for senior researchers and young
talents
o Provision of extensive CPU allocations
(record: 450 Mio. core-h for 3 consecutive
projects)
Involvement of the user communities in decisive
positions
o SSC steers peer review, articulates current
and future demands (Scientific Case),
training needs and other matters of scientific
importance
o This is a worldwide unique asset !
Transformation of the HPC ecosystem down to
national and regional levels
Broader SMEs adoption of HPC.

Present PRACE services in a glance:

The present state of affairs is as follows:
•

This could not have been achieved by any single
member country !

PRACE and its partners jointly provide a
comprehensive set of HPC services to Europe
o Peer reviewed access driven by the SSC
o Support for industry: SHAPE, open R&D access,

tailored solutions
o

Application Enabling: HLSTs, Preparatory
Access, participation in CoEs

o

Services for universities and user communities
on a national/regional level
o
o
o
o
o

5

HPC Training: PTCs, Seasonal Schools, ondemand training, SoHPC, MOOCs, ...
Operations: common set of services for userfriendly access including GÉANT MD-VPN
Dissemination: conferences, documentation,
world-wide collaborations
Promotion of careers in HPC, diversity and
inclusivity, e.g. Women in HPC
HPC procurement and prototyping: market
watch, infrastructure workshop

Future PRACE services in a glance (working then
jointly with Géant towards the EDI):

https://www.prace-ri.eu/prace-eurohpc-positionpaper
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EuroHPC and PRACE: Top-down versus Bottom-up:

9.4 EuroHPC Views (Kimmo Koski)

PRACE seeks the realization of a
partnership:
•
PRACE to detail which
processes and activities it can offer as
a partner of EuroHPC
•
Discuss and establish a
cooperation agreement
o Scope of services provided by PRACE in the
future
o Leverage PRACE high-quality services
o Benefit from experience of all 26 PRACE
members
o Enable EuroHPC JU to focus on its core
mission
• Explore and establish appropriate funding models
o Secure sustained operation of PRACE
services and IP-Project culture.
Planned next steps are:

EuroHPC6 is a so called Joint Undertaking. Joint
Undertakings are set up to implement part of a
strategic research agenda of a broader industrial
initiative (the JTI) arising primarily from the work of
European technology platforms. In this particular
endeavour, the following member states are directly
involved:

•

PRACE-EuroHPC Coordination Meeting
o 3 May 2019 Brussels
• Some overlap – EuroHPC and PRACE bodies
o GB
o IFRAG
o RIAG
• HPC-GIG project coordinated by PRACE will
support EuroHPC AG
To finish, the following wishes:

EuroHPC is a legal funding entity, with the following
characteristics:
■
■
■
■

28 Participating States + EC
Site: Luxembourg
Budget (2019-2020): ~1 B€ (half from EU)
Operational: 11/2018 to 2026

The EuroHPC mission statement is: To establish an

integrated world-class supercomputing and data
infrastructure and support a highly competitive and
innovative HPC and Big Data ecosystem.
The EuroHPC objectives are:
1. An integrated world-class supercomputing and

data infrastructure
o
o
o
o
o

6

At least 2 pre-exascale + 3-4 petascale by
2020
2 exascale by 2022/2023 (1 EU tech);
post-exascale infrastructure by 2027
federation of HPC infrastructures at European
level
hybrid HPC/Quantum infrastructure

https://eurohpc-ju.europa.eu
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2. Research and innovation for a HPC and Big Data

ecosystem

The present work program, running 2019-2020
consists of the following phased activities:

o
an
integrated
European
HPC R&I
agenda

Regarding the acquisition of supercomputers
2019/2020 there is a call published7 (April 2019).

o
o
o

While stepping up to the Exascale level, in the
meantime there are two investment initiatives ongoing:

independent HPC technology supply
excellence in HPC applications and use
HPC Competence Centres, training/skills,
outreach

Governance structure:

The first phase of activities are scheduled as follows:

7

https://eurohpc-ju.europa.eu/participate.html
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An indicative timeline for the near future is:

•

•

10 HPC in Europe from the break-outs
10.1 Observations and opinions by PLAN-E

•

PLAN-E members expressed the following observations
and opinions during the break-out sessions:

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

EOSC seems far more (involving) than HPC and
looks more like an umbrella for all einfrastructures (data included);
Is EuroHPC indeed the first step towards a new
framework for EC HPC support?
Whereas PRACE has national funding, EuroHPC
has a joint European framework, but the role of
the industry and in-kind contributions is unclear;
What is the role of the HPC-competence centres?
There are quite some doubled (or overlapping)
efforts across various e-infrastructure projects and
EuroHPC;
With Airbus as an example, HPC market distortion
is a potential risk;
This being acknowledged, the US, Japan and
China are also strongly funding HPCdevelopments, so why not Europe as well?
Some got more clarity, other more confusion:
unless you are pretty much involved in PRACE
and/or EuroHPC policy developments, the overall
situation to the outside world (including those
into the EOSC, but not in HPC)the situation is
completely diffuse;
Why do EuroHPC and PRACE exist next to each
other?
PRACE and EuroHPC are in part complementary:
EuroHPC concentrates on hardware and
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•

•

•
•

technology developments and has an industrial
interest-component, PRACE concentrates on peer
review for access to supercomputers and
operates also the practical access mechanisms. It
is also noted that setting up a reliable peer review
mechanism and organisation is complex.
Meanwhile PRACE has mastered this.
It is strongly felt, that “political causes” are a
serious barrier for better a priori defining the roles
and interrelations of EuroHPC, PRACE and the
EOSC;
The present HPC policy developments are,
notwithstanding the yet existing flaws in
governance and integration, very relevant indeed
for science. See for example:
https://www.eso.org/public/news/eso1907#1.
The EuroHPC seems to lack a User Advisory
Group;
Where are the science cases for EuroHPC? These
should be the indicator of the directions to take in
hardware development;
Should PLAN-E develop a vision on HPC in
Europe or take a viewpoint regarding PRACE and
EuroHPC?
Integrating PRACE into EuroHPC is probably not
feasible, if at all wanted, but the relation between
and the operating domains of the standing
organization PRACE and the JU EuroHPC should
become well defined
PRACE services should be part of the EOSC
offering in the Service Catalog
EuroHPC is a funding agency that will fund
infrastructures that could be used in the context
of EOSC by applications requesting HPC
resources

10.2 What PLAN-E can do
•

•

PLAN-E can be used as a forum for providing
expert opinions that can be used to help agree
the relationship for EuroHPC and PRACE (and the
EOSC for that matter);
This is irrespective of the already existing advisory
groups. The latter seem to be too close to the
efforts themselves to be able to provide a more
distant, and perhaps holistic view;
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•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

Interest of eScience should be reflected in
EuroHPC. PLAN-E would be a vehicle to achieve
that
Non-traditional scientific users need to be
considered. PLAN-E can help there
Express eScience interest in application
development (the new calls of EuroHPC);
opportunities in new calls that are not directly for
infrastructure
PLAN-E could be helpful in informing a wider
range of potential users of HPC (e.g. via national
roles to national eScience stakeholders).
Currently, for a new user the situation is quite
confusing, while users seem to be content with
PRACE
PLAN-E could start a discussion with DGCONNECT (the EC) to have a discussion about
ensuring the users interest (and have potential
impact on calls)
PLAN-E to visit ministries in individual countries to
voice the researchers interest for EuroHPC/PRACE
(i.e. less economic arguments, more scientific
arguments)
PLAN-E to discuss with RIAG of EuroHPC to voice
researchers interest
Similar discussion as with EOSC. Note that for
users EOSC/EDI division is not useful
PLAN-E could raise a message about proper
inclusion of researchers’ needs and act as
missionaries towards commission and individual
countries to promote that. Need to get the huge
investments to efficient use from day one
PRACE and EuroHPC are here as the pillars of
advanced computing for European researchers for
the years to come. They include both top-down
and bottom-up approaches for the benefit of the
users. PLAN-E can contribute by bringing closer
these two monumental efforts, let one know of
the needs of the other, avoid duplications of
effort, and make the two run smoothly overall
Help finding your way in HPC labyrinth

11 Cultural Heritage in eScience: Plenary
intro’s
11.1 The role of software in cultural heritage
(Neil Chue Hong)
“Cultural Heritage is the legacy of physical artefacts
and intangible attributes that is inherited from past
generations.”- UNESCO definition of cultural heritage.
Andy Warhol’s Time Capsules are a
good example of challenges in
cultural heritage. These physical
boxes contain everyday objects,
chosen by Warhol, all stored now in
the Andy Warhol Museum.

They demonstrate the difficulties of preserving cultural
heritage,
when you
don’t have all
the
information
about the
artefacts:

why did Warhol
3Photo by Sticker You
on Unsplash
choose them and is the grouping
significant? The museum has dedicated a
lot of effort to ensure that all the boxes have metadata
attached to them to increase findability.
Since that time (Warhol died in 1987) the digital age
was at the brink of evolving. Now we may be facing
Digital Domesday – how do we preserve digital
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artefacts the are part of our cultural heritage?
Domesday was actually a project, launched by the
British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) in 1986 to
create a digital snapshot of everyday life across the UK
for future generations, similar to the original 1986
paper version. Now, just 25 years later the computer
hardware is obsolete and even the web version
designed to keep it available is offline, though it can
still be found at the Internet Archive8. Other online and
digital cultural elements which are part of “ experiental
culture” have even more complex preservation
challenges where even if you can preserve the
artefacts (software or source code), you do not
capture those intangible attributes around how people
interacted with them: examples include digital art like
“poetweet” (previously at https://poettweet.com.br,
and games such as Journey from thatgamecompany /
Sony Computer Entertainment.

UNESCO PERSIST, The Software Heritage Archive (Fr,
INRIA and partners), The DPC Digital Preservation
Coalition (UK, standing organization since 2002) and
WHOLE TALE (US, NSF-funded Data Infrastructure
Building Block (DIBBS) initiative).
Software presents a dilemma for cultural heritage, but
not a new one. Discussions involve dilemma’s such as:
•
•
•

Function or Form
Interactions or Objects
Intent or Implications

The Software Sustainability Institute contributes
strongly to the preservation of software and through
that of the accessibility to digital objects, cultural
heritage objects included. SSI is “A national facility for

cultivating better, more sustainable, research software
to enable world-class research”, but it also provides to
the wider community: expertise, services, tools, events,
policies, guidance, data, opportunities, etc. In a glance:

Consider also the challenge and importance of

Since it’s establishment in 2010, SSI has evolved into
a well-established and recognised centre of expertise
on software preservation. SSI in numbers:
●
●

preserving Email Archives (like the Enron archive),
information about Social Movements, and ensuring that
the sector can support Transparent Journalism, where
openness of data and code is required to enable trust I
articles:

●
●
●
●
●

4 founding universities
70 software consultancy projects across all
UKRI domains
112 Fellows from 70 domains
180 workshops and events
1300 Research Software Engineers engaged
5000 researchers trained and 190 new
trainers created
25,000 web visitors each month

The GLAM (Galleries,
Libraries, Archives and
Museums) sector has been
4 Photo by Mihai Surdu on
Unsplash
working to address these
challenges. Past and ongoing
software preservation activities include the Software
Preservation Network (US Project 2015-2020),
8

https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110911075344tf_/http://w
ww.bbc.co.uk/history/domesday
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SSI is a collaborative effort funded by all seven of the
UKRI research councils and involving the universities of
Aarnet cooperates with
National Library of Australia
AIATSIS (Australian Institute of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait islander Studies)
National Film and Sound Archive
PARADISEC (Pacific and Regional Archive for
Digital Sources in Endangered Cultures)
Australian National University Library
Tinker (Humanities, Arts and Social Science, data
enhanced virtual laboratory).

•
•
•
•
Edinburgh, Manchester, Oxford and Southampton.

•
•

11.2 Heritage & Humanities Technologies
(Carina Kemp)
AARNet is the notfor-profit operator of
the Australian
national research and education
network and associated
services. Among many other tings it engages in
•
•
•
•

Aarnet scope of activities in heritage:

Decoupling artefacts from the systems that
generate them (to aid with portability for
processing, reuse and preservation) with critical
metadata

•

Tech partnerships
Heritage challenges
Humanities requirements
Reuse of eScience technologies

•

Collections and Archivematica

Capturing data provenance and research methods
across the research lifecycle
• Jupyter Notebooks
• Moving heritage collections (lift and shift) into the
cloud
• AIATSIS
• Making heritage data available “as data” and
machine ready
• National Library of Australia & Tinker Virtual
Laboratory
• Providing emulation aaS to support access to
actionable objects
• ‘Play it Again’ Linkage Grant – emulation of
obsolete operating systems and programs.
•

Each topic will next be elaborated on a bit more.
Partnerships:
Collections (easy data packaging tools):
• Research libraries (academic, state and
national libraries) with heritage collections and
• HASS research data custodians
• Archivematica (Preservation):
• GLAM in higher education and cultural heritage
sectors
• Jupyter Notebooks (coding for research):
• Research libraries and
• HASS researchers
•
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The Cultural Heritage sector can be considered part of
the Humanities domain. And the humanities qualify for
the tail part of the data and science.

The challenges in Heritage are shown in the following
infographic:

The requirements from the humanities perspective are
fourfold:

How do these inform our understanding of humanities
research infrastructure requirements, and the
opportunities available to eScience to repurpose its
technologies?
Key question: Can we address the cultural heritage
challenge though clever reuse of existing eScience
components and services?

(EFSS stands for Enterprise File Synchronisation and
Sharing).

11.3 Cultural Heritage, Digital Humanities &
eScience (Peter Doorn)
DANS, Data Archiving and Networked
Services in the Netherlands,
contributes to preserving and keeping
accessible digital cultural heritage
artefacts, although the core business of
DANS is the preservation of scientific research data.
Similar to the role of SSI and AARnet, preserving digital
heritage information is a spin-off of services and tools
for academic research, in particular for the humanities
and social sciences. This contribution at the PLAN-E
meeting in Rome addresses the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

From Humanities Computing to Digital Humanities
Digital Cultural Heritage: Examples
Curating and Archiving Digital Heritage
Linking up the containers of heritage data
Research Infrastructures for Humanities
Future challenges of e-scholarship
Questions for the Breakout.

The Humanities are academic disciplines that study
aspects of human society and culture. They use a wide
range of methods that are primarily critical, sometimes
speculative, and have a significant historical element.
And some sub-fields use empirical approaches similar
to those in the natural sciences. The humanities have
no central discipline. They encompass:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ancient and Modern Languages
Literature
Philosophy
History
Human geography (also seen as a social science)
Law
Politicology (also seen as a social science)
Religion
Arts (visual, performing, art history).

Most likely we can!
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Going from computing in humanities to e-humanities
one sees the following timeline:

Debates and claims:
•
•

•
•

“L'historien de demain sera programmeur ou il ne
sera plus” (Le Roy Ladurie, 1967)
Quantification and the application of computers
will bring new insights in human behaviour and
socio-cultural processes
Methods from the “hard sciences” will
revolutionize the humanities
Qualitative research has little to gain from
computing.

Data archives in the social sciences and humanities
emerged in parallel to the development of computing
in these domains.

The example of the digitization of historical census
data, which play a role I many historical demographic
and socio-economic studies (see:
http://www.volkstellingen.nl/en/ and
https://doi.org/10.17026/dans-x6t-brh5).
•
•
•
•
•

Historical population data are mainly quantitative in
character, but an example of qualitative historical
studies concern the study of “oral history”.
•
•
•

Digital data collection and data processing ➔ brought
a growing awareness of the value of preserving data
for re-use:
• for validating the results of earlier research
• for comparative analysis
• answering new research questions with existing
data (secondary analysis).
Examples of computing in the humanities are:
•
•
•
•
•

Bible studies;
Historical Population
Census;
Oral history (qualitative
social science)
Digital Archaeology
Language and speech analysis.

Census digitization projects since 1996
Collaboration with Statistics Netherlands
80,000 pages of tables turned into numbers
Images of the original source books
Up to 60,000 visitors per year.

Thematic collection from several projects
(especially about war and conflict)
1822 interviews, many Audio/Video files, partly
transcribed or summarized
Value of reuse of qualitative data demonstrated in
enhanced publication on “Veteran Tapes” *2010:
see: http://www.watveteranenvertellen.nl/)

More about digital archaeology:
•

The biggest (but youngest) collection in DANS
(40,000 out of 46,000 humanities datasets. See:
https://easy.dans.knaw.nl)
• In collaboration with Cultural Heritage Agency of
the Netherlands.
• Obligatory deposit of data
• European Convention on the

Protection of the
Archaeological Heritage (“Malta Convention”)
• Great variety in data formats.
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More about Language and speech analysis:
•
•
•
•

Annotations on video and audio;
Archives of multi-media and multi-modal language
resources;
Speech analysis;
Lexical databases.

Its mission is to promote and provide permanent access to
digital research information. It is an institute of the Dutch
Academy of Arts and Sciences and the Netherlands
Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO). DANS also
works together with many organisations in The
Netherlands and around the world and is involved in quite
many funded research (infrastructure) projects. One
worthwhile to mention is the FAIRsFAIR project under
H2020 (https://www.fairsfair.eu/).
Regarding the preservation of cultural heritage, DANS took
part in the Netherlands Coalition for Digital Preservation
together with:
• National Library
• Netherlands Institute for Sound & Vision
• National Archive
• Heritage sector (representing the Dutch Museums).
Its successor, the Dutch Digital Heritage Network
(https://netwerkdigitaalerfgoed.nl/en/) consists of

There are literally thousands of data silos in the
humanities. Examples are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Historical databases;
Archaeological GIS;
Linguistic corpora;
Literary text baes;
Arts image collections
Many more.

National Library
National Institute for Sound & Vision
Cultural Heritage Agency
Humanities Cluster of the Netherlands
Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW)
• National Archive.
The Dutch National Digital Heritage Strategy is based
on three pillars:
•
•
•
•

DANS in the Netherlands was created in 2005,
combining the forces of:
•
•
•
•

Steinmetz Archive for the social sciences (1964)
Netherlands Historical Data Archive (1989)
Scientific Statistical Agency (1994)
Electronic Depot for Netherlands Archaeology (2004)
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•
•
•

Visibility
Usability
Sustainability

Goals and means encompass:
•

Increase public value of collections: users are
the focus
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•
•
•

Cross-sector collaboration & facilities
Joint standards to link collections
Building on existent hubs.

•

•
Many of the data sets in the humanities and social
sciences are unconnected.
In recent years, more focus
is on connecting data silos.
Here are some examples:

•

•

Historical shipping, bringing together shipping
records from projects over the decades: South
Chinese Sea Trade (1681-1792); Dutch-Asiatic
Shipping (1602-1795); Climate of the World
Oceans (weather observations from ships’ logs,
1750-1854), Atlantic Connections, Trans-Atlantic
Slave Trade, etc.

•
•

•
•

•

•

CLIO-infra (https://clio-infra.eu/) is an NWOfunded project concerning historical data on
world-wide economic growth and inequality, in
which DANS participates as one of five members.
It concerns:
•

Data collection from thousands of sources
from all over the world by hundreds of
specialists

A third example in
this context is the
digital
collaboratory for
cultural
dendrochronology
(DCCD,
https://dendrfo.dans.knaw.nl). - 9 GDP per capita, 12702000 ($ of 1990)
It combines both the public
and the private sector tree
data.in the Netherlands. At the European level,
among others, five major European Research
Infrastructure projects are active in the domain of
Humanities and Heritage:
Digital Research Infrastructure for the Arts and
Humanities (DARIAH-ERIC) (https://dariah.eu);
Europeana explores about 60 million artworks,
artefacts, books, files and music from European
museums, galleries, libraries and archives
(https://europeana.eu/portal/en);
European Holocaust Research Infrastructure
(EHRI) (https://www.ehri-project.eu);
“Pooling Activities, Resources and Tools for
Heritage E-research Networking, Optimization and
Synergies” (Parthenos) (https://www.parthenosproject.eu);
European Research Infrastructure for Language
Resources and Technology (CLARIN)
(https://clarin.eu).

Through the technology of linked open data and
sematic web technologies the various existing silos of
data and data collections may be coupled and cross
examined. An example is the CEDAR project, about
linked open census data (https://www.cedarproject.eu). It holds
•
•
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Solving massive problems of data
interpretation, cleaning, linking, harmonization,
comparison…
And allows for establishing long-term trends
and comparisons after reconstruction of the
data.

Population, housing and labour censuses;
507 Excel files;
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•
•

•

2288 tables;
33283 annotated cells.

The impact of this all on the humanities and social
sciences: new models of scholarship.
•
•
o
o
o
o
o
•
o
o

o
o

e-Humanities modelled after e-Science
Impact of computing science:
new questions are being posed
old questioned can be answered in new and
better ways
increase of scale and division of work
new tools and methods are being developed
the new scholar is rather an information scientist
than a programmer
New challenges of scholarship for the coming
decades
to preserve and open up the resource
containers and to link up data of all kinds
to recognize high level patterns in huge volumes
of structured and unstructured data (big
humanities data)
to maximize information content while
minimizing noise in fuzzy data
to combine different perspectives on the same
data (re-use) by combining studies of language,
media, historic interpretations and socio-cultural
impacts.

12 Cultural Heritage: from the breakouts

•

•

•
•
•
•

12.2 What PLAN-E can do
Suggestions to what the research domain at large
and/or PLAN-E in a more narrow sense could do
encompass:
•

•

•

12.1 Cultural Heritage general remarks

•

•

•

Collected remarks and findings from the break-out
sessions.

•

•

Often across Europe heritage matters (like
museums, national archives, etc.) reside under
other ministries than do science and research. This
complicates co-operations and sharing of
infrastructures;
There are also as a result of the above no
incentives for co-operation;
University libraries and Digital Humanities research
groups play a significant role in preserving methods
for digital cultural heritage;
The federation of libraries in Poland wants to make
digital information publicly available;
In Sweden there is no coordinated effort;
Matters in Australia are rather fragmented;
In Finland the university libraries work together and
CSC is involved. The Heritage infrastructure is
shared with the research infrastructure;

The long term preservation challenges for digital
cultural heritage and those in humanities or
science at large are highly similar;
Researchers from many disciplines want access to
cultural (heritage) data;
The way artefacts are described is often not
enough (in detail or structure) to easily find what
you are looking for (not FAIR);
The heritage infrastructures are separately
developed and managed from those of humanities
or research at large;
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•

•
•

Help disclosing tools and methodologies
designed or developed in science to the
cultural heritage domain at large;
More specifically proliferate the FAIR principles
and their practical implementations to the
cultural heritage sector at large (possible role
for FAIRsFAIR);
Help documenting and analysing complex
physical structures digitally;
Help in “digital archaeology”: preserving
obsolete digital technologies;
Help in the software sustainability domain:
preventing digital data and objects becoming
in accessible due to changing software
environments;
Just like in the present data world: help
managing link-rot and content drifting;
Invite, at national levels, the cultural heritage
partners (Libraries, national archives,
museums, broadcasting companies, etc.) to
share data infrastructures with research
infrastructures;
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Cultural Heritage: from the break-outs
•
•

The same could apply to get the cultural
sectors involve into EOSC;
And finally: share best practices.
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i.

13 PLAN-E’s Formal EOSC statement of
support
This statement is the result of the discussions
continued during the 7th Plenary meeting of PLAN-E in
Oxford, 10-11 October 2017. It is repeated here
because it fits the topic of the long tails suitably.

6.

in co-operation with national organizations
for scientific research and especially
eScience,
ii.
in communication with Science Europe,
iii.
by communicating best practice in data
stewardship to implement DMPs;
Advocate the importance of Software Sustainability
next to Research Data Management planning.

Formal PLAN-E statement of support for
the European Open Science Declaration
The plenary of PLAN-E confirmed during its meeting in
Oxford, October 10-11 2017, that PLAN-E supports
the EOSC Declaration.

In detail PLAN-E can and will:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Help proliferate and implement FAIR principles
for data in all disciplines and help refining its
very definition in different application domains.
Furthermore PLAN-E will help:
a. extending the working domain of FAIR
principles to software,
b. promote FAIR principles within our
communities, and
c. implement FAIR data principles within
our own institutes;
Upon invitation, act as an active stakeholder in
the EOSC governance structure by translating
scientific requirements into advice for practical
services and physical components in the
infrastructure;
Provide hubs, via its membership, for
collaboration among the eScience community
and provide knowledge on the deployment
potential of ICT and available e-Infrastructure
for domain researchers, largely at National
level;
PLAN-E, based on understanding both vertical
needs and horizontal demands for eInfrastructure services, will be able to:
i. identify gaps in service
provision,
ii. identify research profiles for
domains,
iii. oversee future needs;
Help harmonizing, within and among
disciplines, Research Data Management
Planning across institutions, from
faculties/universities to national funding
agencies and European funding organizations:
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